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Abstract. The current clinical diagnosis framework of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
involves multiple modalities acquired from multiple diagnosis stages, each with
distinct usage and cost. Previous AD diagnosis research has predominantly fo-
cused on how to directly fuse multiple modalities for an end-to-end one-stage
diagnosis, which practically requires a high cost in data acquisition. Moreover, a
significant part of these methods diagnose AD without considering clinical guide-
line and cannot offer accurate sub-type diagnosis. In this paper, by exploring
inter-correlation among multiple modalities, we propose a novel progressive AD
sub-type diagnosis framework, aiming to give diagnosis results based on easier-
to-access modalities in earlier low-cost stages, instead of modalities from all
stages. Specifically, first, we design 1) a text disentanglement network for bet-
ter processing tabular data collected in the initial stage, and 2) a modality fusion
module for fusing multi-modality features separately. Second, we align features
from modalities acquired in earlier low-cost stage(s) with later high-cost stage(s)
to give accurate diagnosis without actual modality acquisition in later-stage(s)
for saving cost. Furthermore, we follow the clinical guideline to align features
at each stage for achieving sub-type diagnosis. Third, we leverage a progressive
classifier that can progressively include additional acquired modalities (if needed)
for diagnosis, to achieve the balance between diagnosis cost and diagnosis perfor-
mance. We evaluate our proposed framework on large diverse public and in-home
datasets (8280 in total) and achieve superior performance over state-of-the-art
methods. Our codes will be released after the acceptance.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease · Multi-modality fusion · Contrastive learning·
Explanation analysis· Multi-stage framework

1 Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) poses a growing global health challenge, with an escalating
number of subjects affected by cognitive impairment. The total healthcare costs for the
treatment of AD are estimated as $305 billion in 2023, which brings a heavy burden
to society [18]. Accurate diagnosis allows effective treatment and hence alleviates AD-
related burden. For AD diagnosis, key modalities encompass cognitive assessment and
⋆ Co-first authors.
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plasma biomarkers (recorded as tabular data), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
and Positron Emission Tomography (PET). The tabular data is relatively easier to ac-
cess and thus can serve as initial screening data. For further diagnosis, MRI may be
used to assess essential information regarding brain atrophy. When needed, PET (that
can monitor the deposition of disease-related proteins in the brain) may be used to pro-
vide more specific evidence for AD diagnosis. Based on these modalities, deep learning
(DL)-based methods usually can achieve higher diagnosis performance than the tradi-
tional ones. However, there still exist three major limitations in the existing DL-based
methods.

First, many DL-based studies build models for an end-to-end one-stage diagno-
sis using multiple modalities [4, 14]. This can significantly increase the diagnosis cost
because a considerable number of subjects can be firmly diagnosed in the early stages
without additional modalities acquired in later stages. This practical challenge limits the
application of these studies in clinic. Second, many DL-based works use only imaging
data. Although there has emerged a series of works [13, 14] using relatively easier-to-
access tabular data for diagnosis, they simply input tabular data into the model without
considering semantic information of these tabular values. Some works [10, 12] try to
use pre-trained language encoder to encode textualized tabular data, but they need to
use detailed templates to textualize tabular data, which may inadvertently introduce
more common template information, instead of specific tabular data information. Fi-
nally, previous methods directly classify the state of health and general AD, rather than
align modality data with AD sub-types suggested by the clinical guideline [4,6,9]. Con-
sequently, these methods have difficulty in giving AD sub-type diagnosis results, and
cannot assist in precise AD treatment in clinic.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a progressive AD diagnosis framework (shown
in Fig. 1) for cost-performance balance AD sub-type classification, which can effec-
tively address the above-mentioned limitations. We summarize our contributions as fol-
lows:

– We propose a multi-modality and multi-stage contrastive framework for AD sub-
type diagnosis, which can effectively align different modalities. This alignment
ensures feature(s) acquired in earlier-stage(s) to also carry information from later
stage(s), resulting in fewer diagnosis stages, reducing diagnosis stages and costs.

– To better exploit clinical tabular data, we employ a text disentanglement network.
This network extracts both common (from template) and specific features (from
tabular data) from textualized tabular data. It minimizes the similarity of specific
features to let them carry different aspects of subject information. Moreover, we
use a modality fusion module to fuse and enhance feature representation across
different stages (if needed) for better multi-modality diagnosis performance.

– We align features in each stage with AD sub-type criteria in the clinical guide-
line. Moreover, based on the alignments, we develop a confidence-driven multi-
stage progressive diagnosis framework. The framework automatically determines
whether to give a final diagnosis based on already collected data (without further
acquisition to save cost) or to further acquire a more advanced modality in the next
stage.
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– Experimental results on large diverse public and in-home datasets (8280 in total)
show that our framework outperforms the other representative methods signifi-
cantly.

2 Methods
2.1 Notation & Problem Formulation

In alignment with real clinical procedure (often starting with easy-to-access data and
later adding more difficult/expensive-to-access data if needed), our diagnostic process
thus comprises three distinct stages, i.e., (Stage 1) using only tabular data, (Stage
2) using both tabular data and MRI data, and (Stage 3) using all the tabular data, MRI
data, and PET data. Note that the early stage has a larger number of subjects for train-
ing, while the later stages always have less number of subjects for training (since most
subjects have been firmly diagnosed in the early stage(s)).

For each of the stages, a classifier for AD diagnosis is required. This classifier gen-
erates two options based on the diagnosis confidence, either a confirmed decision or
a demand for next-stage modality acquisition. The options rely solely on how these ac-
quired modalities are matched with the corresponding sub-type criteria in the guideline.
In the final stage, the model is compelled to generate the diagnosis decision, because
there will be no additional stages. Our comprehensive framework comprises the follow-
ing parts. Multi-modality Encoder: This part elucidates the details on multi-modality
feature extraction using the corresponding encoder across stages and multi-modality
fusion for diagnosis (Detailed in Section 2.2). Multi-modality Alignment and Clini-
cal Guideline Alignment: We show modality feature alignment among different stages
and also the alignment between the fused feature with the corresponding sub-type crite-
ria in the clinical guideline (Detailed in Section 2.3). Progressive Classifier: This part
describes progressive diagnosis by referring to the diagnosis confidence (Detailed in
Section 2.4).

2.2 Multi-modality Encoder

We have three encoders Φ1, Φ2, and Φ3 in three corresponding stages for processing
tabular data, MR images, and PET images, respectively. At Stage k, we acquire the
feature vector fk from the corresponding modality. Specifically, in Stage 1, we use the
BioMedCLIP [20] text encoder as Φ1. For Stages 2 and 3, we train 3D image encoders
Φ2 and Φ3 from scratch, because the BioMedCLIP utilizes the 2D image encoder which
performs poorly for 3D brain image classification.

To better accommodate Φ1 to our task, we add an Adapter as shown in Fig. 1. We
first textualize different tabular data into corresponding texts, including personal text
tp, healthy text th, and dementia text td, following the same text template (with more
details are given in Sec. 3.3). Then, we separately input them into Φ1. Each output from
the Φ1 is forwarded into the Adapter, which is a 4-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP),
and mapped to the corresponding text feature vector f∗ ∈{fp, fh, fd}.

Previous research [10] has demonstrated that a detailed text template can make the
language encoder perform better on downstream tasks. However, a highly detailed tem-
plate may inadvertently introduce more generic information from the template itself
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Fig. 1. We propose a progressive multi-modality and multi-stage contrastive framework for AD
sub-type diagnosis. Starting from Stage 1, we acquire the features from the textualized tabular
data, and align them with the corresponding sub-type criteria in the guideline. In cases where
the diagnosis confidence is low, we progressively utilize MR and PET images in Stages 2 and 3,
respectively. To acquire modality information of the later stage(s) without actual data acquisition,
we further align the features from early stages with those from the later stages.

rather than specific information from diverse tabular data. This can make the language
encoder only acquire similar features for different textualized tabular data and thus hard
to distinguish these features [15]. To address this issue, we construct a text disentangle-
ment network D as formulated below.

Text disentanglement network. The text feature vectors (fp, fh, fd) output by Φ1

are jointly forwarded into the disentanglement network D, as shown in Fig. 1. It aims
to disentangle each feature vector f∗ ∈ {fp, fh, fd} into common a feature vector
f c
∗ (from template) and specific feature vector fs

∗ (from tabular data) [2, 19]. Specifi-
cally, we employ a common encoder Φc and a specific encoder Φs to map f∗ into f c

∗
and fs

∗ , respectively. We minimize their mutual information (MI) with loss LMI
D =∑

f∗∈{fp,fh,fd} MI (f c
∗ , f

s
∗ ). Besides, it is crucial to ensure features to exhibit similar-

ity across different text features. Conversely, the specific features carry different aspects
of subject information and should be orthogonal with each other. Therefore, we maxi-
mize the similarity of common features and minimize the similarity of specific features
in all paired text features. Herein, we adopt the orthogonal loss LO

D as formulated below,

LO
D =

1

2
×

∑
f∗∈

{fp,fh,fd}

∑
f∗∗∈

{fp,fh,fd}

− cos (f c
∗ , f

c
∗∗) + |cos (fs

∗ , f
s
∗∗)| . (1)

Finally, we concatenate disentangled features of each text feature, namely [f c
∗ , f

s
∗ ], f∗ ∈

{fp, fh, fd} as each output of D to maximize the utilization of information from both
the template and tabular data. Subsequently, all the output features from D are further
concatenated to obtain features of the textualized tabular data, feature f1, at Stage 1.

Multi-modality fusion. To adaptively fuse multi-modality features from multiple stages
(f1, f2, and f3) for final diagnosis, we apply a transformer-based multi-modality fu-
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sion module F as denoted in Fig. 1. The fusion module F takes a transformer ar-
chitecture to adaptively fuse f1, f2, and f3 into a fixed-length vector for the diag-
nosis. Specifically, F first concatenates k available feature(s) at Stage k into a vector
f1:k = [f1, ...fk], k ≤ 3. Then, f1:k is further concatenated with learnable query Q
as key and value, namely K = V = [f1:k, Q]. Finally, the vectors Q, K, and V are
used to calculate the attention ATT and feed forward block FFW [17] (an MLP with
a ReLU) to finally acquire fk

r as below:

fk
r = Q+ FFW (Q+ATT (Q,K, V )) . (2)

Based on the ATT and the FFW , fk
r is mapped to the same dimension as Q. Mean-

while, since our fusion module can process various lengths of vectors, we can train our
F using all the subjects we have.

2.3 Multi-modality Alignment and Clinical Guideline Alignment

Multi-modality alignment. Since multiple modalities are acquired from the same sub-
ject, there often exists underlying relevance among these modalities [11]. To enhance
diagnosis performance in earlier stages, we propose to let the early stage encoder(s)
entail modality information of the later stage(s) without actual acquisition. Therefore,
we attempt to align the modality features of all the stages. The alignment loss Lalig is
formulated below:

Lalig =

2∑
k=1

||fk − fk+1||2. (3)

Based on the alignment of features in previous stages with the later stage ones, the
features of previous stages can embody particular information that only the later stages
can provide. This can improve the diagnosis performance in the previous stages, and
hence save diagnosis cost.

Clinical guideline alignment. To achieve sub-type diagnosis with fk
r at Stage k, we

align fk
r with the sub-type criteria in the clinical guideline. To be specific, we en-

code both the corresponding and non-corresponding sub-type criteria of the subject,
to make fk

r not only like its corresponding criteria Y but also different from the non-
corresponding criteria −Y . We define the contrastive loss Lk

con as the negative logarithm
of the corresponding criteria contrastive score as expressed below:

Lk
con = − log

exp((fk
r )Φ

1(Y ))∑
y∈−Y exp((fk

r )Φ
1(y))) + exp((fk

r )Φ
1(Y ))

. (4)

During inference, we compare the contrastive score of all the AD sub-types and choose
the largest one as the diagnosis decision.

2.4 Progressive Classifier

In clinical practice, it is important to consider the cost of accurate diagnosis. If the
previous stage(s) can make confident diagnosis decisions already, there will be no need
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for later stage(s). Therefore, our goal is to minimize the total costs to the maximum
extent without compromising classification performance. To this end, inspired by [21],
we define diagnosis confidence Ck in each Stage k by subtracting the second highest
contrastive score from the highest one in clinical guideline alignment. This subtracted
value indicates how confident is the network about the diagnosis decision. Then, we set
a threshold θ on Ck. As we previously mentioned in Section 1, there are two options
for the classifier in Stage k. If diagnosis confidence Ck is larger than the threshold θ, it
leads to the first option, i.e., to give the diagnosis result and stop. Otherwise, a further
stage is required. Inspired by [16], we encourage the model to give confident diagnosis
results in earlier stages. For each stage, we set the loss Lk to avoid postponement by
multiplying the negative of the confidence by a penalty δk > 0.

Lk =

{
Lk
con Ck ≥ θk or k = 3

− Ckδk Ck < θk
(5)

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset

We use data from four datasets including Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initia-
tive (ADNI) [1, 7], Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) [8], National
Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center (NACC) [3], and an in-house dataset from Huashan
Hospital. We follow the IWG-2 diagnosis guideline [5] and group the subjects into four
sub-types, including typical, atypical, pre-clinical AD, and normal control. The corre-
sponding sub-type criteria are detailed in the supplementary material. We have totally
8280 subjects with tabular data, 4842 subjects with both tabular and MRI data, and 2336
subjects with all the tabular, MRI, and PET data. We trained all models on the NACC
and ADNI datasets because these two datasets have the most complete data. Datasets
are randomly divided into 5 equal folds. 3 folds are used for training and remaining 2
folds for validation and testing. Model is tested on subjects with full modalities. We do
not divide the dataset with overlapping subjects to avoid the leakage. Note that although
we use demetia information, this will not cause the data leakage as IWG-2 [5] considers
both dementia information and in-vivo evidence for AD diagnosis instead of dementia
information only.

3.2 Implementation Details

To ensure a fair comparison, we use 3D CNN as image encoders (as detailed in sup-
plementary material) for all comparison methods. We use the SGD optimizer with a
learning rate of 10−4. We train our model for 100 epochs. We choose the MSE as the
Lalig. We set θ as 0.3, and weights for all the loss functions are 1. δ1 and δ2 are set to be
1 and 1.5, respectively. For text input tp, we consider age, education, and gender. For th,
we consider healthy information, including heart attack, hypertension, stroke, alcohol
abuse, psychiatric disorder, and the blood test. For td, we employ dementia level. As
some subjects may lack specific tabular information, we only input available textualized
tabular data to the text encoder.
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3.3 Results and Discussions

We employ six distinct evaluation metrics to assess both diagnostic performance and
cost-effectiveness for subjects with full modalities (totally 837 subjects). The first four
metrics are for sub-type diagnosis and the other two are for cost-effectiveness. For esti-
mating costs, we use the mean stage number as a proxy. Finally, we compute the ratio
of AUC to the estimated cost to measure the cost-effectiveness.

Table 1. Quantitative comparison with other methods on our test dataset.

Models Acc Spe Sens AUC Cost AUC/Cost Ratio
CoCoOp 74.1 83.3 74.6 72.9 2.80 26.03
Xplainer 75.3 85.6 73.2 75.5 2.53 29.84

Ours w/o progressive classifier 80.8 87.1 80.6 81.7 3 27.23
Ours w/o multi-modality alignment 76.5 86.8 76.6 75.3 2.45 30.73

Ours w/o D 74.5 83.6 71.6 73.8 2.42 30.50
Ours w/o F 75.8 84.9 76.2 73.7 2.52 29.24

Ours 78.2 88.3 77.8 77.4 2.21 35.02

From Tab. 1, we can observe that our framework demonstrates a superior classifi-
cation performance over the representative methods (CoCoOp [22] and Xplainer [12]),
which are also built on multi-stage and multi-modality fusion. These two comparison
methods use different text encoders, but the same image encoder as ours. Our perfor-
mance improvement mainly arises from two reasons. First, we use text disentangle-
ment network D to extract more information from different textualized tabular data.
Second, we further propose multi-modality alignment to let early-stage features entail
later-stage information, allowing the model to have improved diagnosis performance in
the early stages for reducing acquisition cost. The ablation studies on w/oD and multi-
modality alignment further validate our conclusion. Besides, we also show effectiveness
of the progressive classifier. We can see that, although there exists a certain performance
drop in diagnosis accuracy compared to the one without using the progressive classifier,
it is expected, since in earlier stages, we use fewer modalities for diagnosis. However,
the use of the progressive classifier achieves a substantial reduction in diagnosis cost,
and also improves the AUC/Cost ratio significantly, implying that our model has great
potential for practical applications in clinical routine.

Text templates design. In our evaluation, we test three types of text templates as out-
lined below (by using age information in tp as an example). The first template (template
1) solely focuses on basic tabular information of the subject. For templates 2 and 3, we
introduce more detailed descriptions. The corresponding performance is depicted in
Table 2. We can observe that, employing a more detailed text template can enhance per-
formance. Hence, we choose to utilize template 3 in our method. Besides, we can see
that the more detailed the template is, the more contribution D can make to diagnosis
performance. This demonstrates that D can more effectively extract features from the
detailed text templates.
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– Template 1: {75 years old}
– Template 2: {75 years old} subject
– Template 3: {75 years old} subject for Alzheimer’s Disease diagnosis

Table 2. Evaluation on different text templates and text disentanglement network D.

w/ D w/o D
Template Acc Spe Sens AUC Cost AUC/Cost Ratio Acc Spe Sens AUC Cost AUC/Cost Ratio

Template 1 70.7 78.3 71.9 71.5 2.39 29.91 69.8 77.7 70.5 71.2 2.46 28.94
Template 2 73.1 80.9 73.8 73.5 2.35 31.27 71.2 78.7 70.9 71.5 2.48 28.83
Template 3 78.2 88.3 77.8 77.4 2.21 35.02 74.5 83.6 71.6 73.8 2.42 30.50

Effect of threshold on confidence. We delve deeper into exploring the impact of us-
ing varying confidence thresholds in the progressive classifier. A relatively lower con-
fidence threshold encourages the model to make decisions in earlier stage(s) and sub-
stantially decreases acquisition costs. However, it may also lead to incorrect diagnosis
results that cannot be corrected by subsequent stage(s). On the contrary, opting for a
higher confidence threshold can lead to more accurate diagnosis results but cause in-
creased diagnosis costs. In Table 3, we present performance and cost ratio using dif-
ferent confidence thresholds. We set the same threshold value in stages 1 and 2. As
we can see, as the threshold increases, diagnosis performance is also improved, but the
improvement ratio slows down. With regard to the AUC/Cost ratio, it increases first
and then decreases dramatically. This effect is reasonable since, when the threshold be-
comes too large, most of the subjects are required to finish later stages to obtain diagno-
sis decision. This will benefit diagnosis correctness, but with sacrifice of the AUC/cost
ratio since many subjects can be firmly diagnosed in early stages without going to next
expensive stage(s).

Table 3. Evaluation on different confidence thresholds.

Threshold Acc Spe Sens AUC Cost AUC/Cost ratio
0.1 71.8 70.9 72.3 72.2 2.09 34.54
0.3 78.2 88.3 77.8 77.4 2.21 35.02
0.5 78.9 87.7 79.3 79.6 2.63 20.26

4 Conclusion

In this work, we present a multi-modal and multi-stage framework for cost-effective
AD sub-type diagnosis. Different from the existing works, our framework is to progres-
sively give diagnosis results from a single modality to multiple modalities. Specifically,
in the first stage, we utilize only tabular data. To effectively extract textualized tabular
information, we propose a text disentanglement network to disentangle common and
specific features of different tabular data. If diagnosis confidence of the first stage is
lower than a pre-defined threshold, the respective subject requires later stages, which
integrates the MRI and PET data. To effectively fuse multiple modalities, we propose
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a transformer-based multi-modality fusion module. To improve diagnosis performance
of early stages and reduce overall diagnosis costs, we propose to align features of dif-
ferent stages to allow early stages to contain particular information only available in
later stage(s). Furthermore, we match modality features and the AD diagnosis guide-
line to achieve improved sub-type diagnosis. Extensive experiments demonstrate the
superiority of our framework, showing promise in real AD diagnosis.
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